FAMILY VOICES UNITED TO END RACISM AGAINST CYSHCN & THEIR FAMILIES

DEEPER DIVE INFORMATION
SEGREGATION NOW. BY NICOLE HANNA JONES ON PRO PUBLICA: THIS BLOG INVESTIGATES AMERICA’S RACIAL DIVIDE IN EDUCATION, HOUSING AND BEYOND, THROUGH A LENS ON TUSCALOOSA, ALABAMA AND HOW THINGS LOOK YEARS AFTER THE HISTORIC BROWN VS BOARD OF EDUCATION.

HTTPS://WWW.PROPUBLICA.ORG/ARTICLE/SEGREGATION-NOW-FULL-TEXT

CHILD TRENDS MAPPING REPORT. BY KRISTEN HARPER, RENEE RYBERG, NADIA ORFALI HALL, CLAIRE KELLEY, JESSICA WARREN: MAPPING THE LINK BETWEEN LIFE EXPECTANCY AND EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY LAYS OUT HOW IN NEIGHBORHOODS WITH HIGH LEVELS OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY HAVE LONGER LIFE EXPECTANCIES. INCLUDES AN INTERACTIVE CLICKABLE MAP.


CHILD TRENDS: KRISTEN HARPER LAYS OUT 5 THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT RACIAL AND ETHNIC DISPARITIES IN SPECIAL EDUCATION.

HTTPS://WWW.CHILDTRENDS.ORG/PUBLICATIONS/5-THINGS-TO-KNOW-ABOUT-RACIAL-AND-ETHNIC-DISPARITIES-IN-SPECIAL-EDUCATION
WHY ARE ALL THE BLACK KIDS SITTING TOGETHER IN THE CAFETERIA: BY BEVERLY DANIEL TATUM, PH.D. A PSYCHOLOGIST EXPLAINS THE DEVELOPMENT OF RACIAL IDENTITY

HTTPS://WWW.GOODREADS.COM/BOOK/SHOW/16280._WHY_ARE_ALL_THE_BLA CK_KIDS_SITTING_TOGETHER_IN_THE_CAFETERIA_

MIS-EDUCATION OF THE AMERICAN NEGRO: BY CARTER G. WOODEN IS PROCLAIMED AS THE ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT BOOKS ON EDUCATION EVER WRITTEN.

HTTPS://WWW.GOODREADS.COM/BOOK/SHOW/242936.THE_MIS_EDUCATION_OF _THE_NEGRO
JAMS TO SOOTHE YOUR SOUL

ERIC GRUNDEM’S PLAYLIST
(Mentioned at Townhall #3)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/11Lv1cdTyweWjWOmj2gbnrT_AUaUWmZbB3o6h8_eOy3I/edit?usp=sharing

UNITED SHADES OF AMERICA GOING TO PUBLIC SCHOOL (SEASON 5 EP. 3) ON YOU TUBE OR WATCH FREE CNN ON DEMAND

https://youtu.be/VPcSY98cqTo
MEET TEAM
FAM U

Shea Cleveland
Nanfi Lubogo
Yetta Myrick
Cara Coleman
Roseani Sanchez
Allysa Ware
Nora Wells